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I am excited to present the 10th edition of Science@ASU magazine that 
concludes with pioneering work and contributions of scientists at ASU over five 
decades. Today, science programs at ASU are strong due to the contributions 
of dedicated faculty who continue to strengthen scientific programs at the 
University.  In this issue, we highlight scientists who have made a significant 
impact in the sciences and have trained generations of Hornets. 

The cover story of the magazine is a long overdue tribute to the pioneers 
who laid a solid research foundation and invested years of their service to make 
ASU a great institution. Many of us have been direct beneficiaries of these 
pioneers who have trained us and ensured that ASU had the resources and 
facilities to be engaged in 21st century research. On behalf of the editorial 
team, ASU faculty, scientists and students, we acknowledge your contributions 
to ASU’s scientific programs.

In the last decade, ASU scientists have formed exemplary research 
collaborations with various leading institutions in the world and we express 
our gratitude to our collaborators who have contributed in this edition. I am 
very proud of achievements in global collaborations, which have flourished 
in recent years. Today, many students and faculty participate in international 
research. 

The Historically Black Colleges and Universities Undergraduate Program 
(HBCU-UP), which was first funded in 2005, has supported two major 
initiatives, the Science@ASU magazine and the STEM Faculty of the 
Year Award. These two initiatives have made an impact in disseminating 
institutional scientific accomplishments and recognition of faculty for their 
contributions in the sciences. With funding for these two initiatives coming to 
an end, we hope that the ASU administration will find resources to continue 
these initiatives for years to come.

I would like to thank the editorial team, especially the associate editors, 
for their countless hours on the conceptualization, design, development and 
production of the magazine. Contributions from faculty have been a central 
theme of the magazine and we appreciate their support throughout the years.  I 
am certain that faculty members and students will continue to make scientific 
programs strong and add new dimensions to research and training programs 
for future Hornets. 

Sincerely,

Shree R. Singh, Ph.D. 
Editor-in-Chief 
Email-ssingh@alasu.edu

Editor’s Message
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I am happy to greet the readers of Science@ASU Magazine and extend 

my appreciation to the editorial board and the contributors. It is wonderful 

to see the distinguished science faculty highlighted in this edition of 

the magazine. I am very happy that the editors made a concerted effort 

to acknowledge the contributions of pioneers who have contributed 

enormously to the science programs at Alabama State University. ASU is a 

great institution because of numerous talented and dedicated faculty and 

researchers. I am certain that our present faculty will continue to be inspired 

to make positive contributions to current STEM programs that will make 

an indelible mark in history.

It means a lot to me when I see a STEM student participating in 

breakthrough research and receiving scholarly honors. Similarly, outstanding 

STEM faculty at ASU make all of us proud when they are honored and 

recognized all over the world for their scientific contributions. I am always 

in support of our students and faculty who are willing to invest their time 

and efforts to bring new programs to ASU and spread the positive image of 

the University. I am impressed to see our science faculty making significant 

contributions to research in such diverse fields. In these difficult times of 

educational funding for higher education, I am excited that our faculty 

seek research and training funding from federal and state agencies that will 

further strengthen our capability to perform cutting-edge research.

I continue to be a strong advocate and supporter of STEM programs and 

encourage faculty, students and researchers to join me in making sure that 

we all work toward a common goal to make Alabama State University a 

premier institution with well-regarded programs in all disciplines.

Sincerely,

 Dr. Gwendolyn E. Boyd 

President 

President’s Message
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Provost’s Message
Science@ASU magazine continues to be the premier internal research 

publication at Alabama State University; and I thank the editorial board for 

making this possible over the past decade. We continue to salute our science 

faculty for their many contributions to the scientific communities, but more 

so for their research-informed teaching and mentoring of our students.

I am pleased to see articles by ASU faculty that indicate that ASU’s 

science programs are unique and add significant value for our students. I am 

also enthusiastic about the evidence of expanded institutional collaboration. 

I am sure that the readers of the magazine will benefit from the scientific 

developments at ASU and take advantage of the opportunities that exist on 

the campus.

The provost’s office continues its commitment to support research at 

ASU. Our goal, even with limited resources, is to provide faculty with 

capabilities to expand their research activities and interact with fellow 

colleagues in the nation. We have started several initiatives to ensure 

that our faculty and students stay engaged in improving the educational 

programs at ASU. I am always available to listen and respond to faculty 

needs that will help establish the best possible science programs at the 

University.

I wish all a productive year, and I know you will continue to bring 

accolades to make all of us proud.

Sincerely, 

Leon Wilson, Ph.D.

Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
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Hot Science Topics

 Dennis W. Hess, Professor, School of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering

Georgia Institute of Technology

INH IB IT ION  OF  BACTER IAL  GROWTH  
ON  PAPER SURFACES

Food is protected from contamination during 
storage and sale by the use of proper packaging.  

However, during food manufacture and packaging, 
pathogenic microorganisms can contaminate the foods, 
leading to significant health concerns for consumers.  
The formation of biofilms from microorganisms is 
closely related to a large number of different microbial 
infections that occur in humans.  Creation of biofilms is 
initiated by adsorption of microorganisms onto surfaces.  
If this initial adsorption could be mitigated, reduced 
biofilm formation and thus bacterial contamination of 
foods is expected.

Man-made plastics or polymers are typically used 
as food packaging materials.  These materials are 
often costly, not easily degraded after use, and are not 
renewable resources.  Considerable environmental 
advantages may be gained if a renewable, inexpensive, 
readily recyclable material can be used for food 
packaging.  As a result of this need, a collaborative effort 
between the Center for NanoBiotechnology Research 
(CNBR) at Alabama State University (ASU) and the 
School of Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering at the 
Georgia Institute of Technology has been launched.   

Paper or cellulose is abundant in nature, 
biodegradable and renewable.  Due to the hydroxyl 
groups on the cellulose polymer backbone, this 
material is strongly hydrophilic, leading to ready 
surface adsorption and bulk absorption of water-based 
solutions.  If the primary characteristics of paper can be 
maintained, but the surface properties modified to repel 
water, bacteria contained in the water may be precluded 
from contact with package surfaces.  Cellulose surface 
modification is being investigated by Professor Dennis 
W. Hess at the Georgia Institute of Technology.  A 
number of techniques have been invoked to alter 

paper surface properties, but extensive use has been made 
of weakly ionized gases or plasmas to promote surface 
modification.  

Low temperature, low pressure, radio frequency plasmas 
are gases that contain ions, electrons, photons and neutral 
chemical moieties in ground and excited states.  These 
atmospheres are non-equilibrium in that the electrons 
that respond to the radio frequency (13.56 MHz) field 
are energetic (average energy of 1-2 eV), but the thermal 
temperature is less than 100 degrees Celsius.  Electrons 
are accelerated in the electric field; when electrons collide 
with neutral gas phase species, dissociation and ionization 
occurs.  Free radicals and ions are highly reactive so that 
surface etching and film deposition proceed readily.  

Furthermore, due to the non-equilibrium nature of the 
plasma, chemical reactions can be performed at low (near 
room) temperature and thus employ temperature sensitive 
substrates such as paper.  Our group has taken advantage 
of these unique plasma properties to etch paper/cellulose 
surfaces in an O

2
 plasma to reveal the nm-scale roughness 

inherent to the micron-sized fibers.  This process establishes 
one of the requirements of a superhydrophboic (contact 
angle of water on the surface of 150 degrees or greater) 
surface.  Subsequent plasma deposition of a thin (100 nm) 
fluorocarbon film on the roughened surface completes 
the conversion of the originally hydrophilic surface to a 
superhydrophobic one1 where water droplets bead up and 
can roll off the surface.

As a result of several discussions that took place at 
Georgia Tech and ASU, investigations have begun into the 
potential utility of superhydrophobic paper surfaces in food 
packaging in collaboration with Drs. Shreekumar Pillai 
and Shree Singh at CNBR. The Center has the capabilities 
to test interactions of bacteria with the modified paper 
surfaces created at Georgia Tech.  
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Pillai and Singh, along with Drs. Sapna Jain and Cleon 
Barnett, and undergraduate researcher Marcus Davis, have 
completed initial studies on the repulsion of Salmonella 
typhimurium by superhydrophobic paper surfaces.  

Results indicate that a reduction of more than 10 
percent in the attachment of Salmonella to the treated 
paper surfaces occurred relative to the same paper without 
plasma treatment.  It is notable that the variation from 
repetitive tests suggests that the reduction in attachment 
varied from 10 to 30 percent, suggesting that significant 
improvement is possible with the implementation of 
more extensive and controlled sample handling during 
transportation between Georgia Tech and ASU.  These 
initial studies were presented at a technical conference in 
20132.  

Our results indicate that novel food packaging methods 
using renewable, recyclable, and inexpensive paper are 

possible choices that may offer improved protection to 
public health when using packaged foods.  In addition, 
further inhibition of bacterial attachment may be 
achieved by designing paper surfaces that repel both 
hydrophilic and oleophilic (oil-attracting) species; such 
paper/cellulose surfaces have been reported3 and will 
be subjected to tests regarding their efficacy in bacterial 
adhesion control.

REFERENCES
1   Balu, B., Breedveld, V., and Hess, D. W., (2008) Langmuir 24:  4785-

4790.  Fabrication of “Roll-off ” and “Sticky” Superhydrophobic 
Surfaces.  

2   Jain, S., Li, L., Hess, D. W., Barnett, C., Davis, M., Akpovo, C. 
A., Martinez, J. Jr., Johnson, L. E. Singh, S., and Pillai, S., (2013) 
Cleantech Joint 2013 Conferences, May, National Harbor, MD.  
Super-hydrophobic Paper Influence on Bacterial Attachment Suggests 
Potential Application as Packaging Material.

3   Li, L., Breedveld, V., Hess, D. W., (2013) ACS Applied Materials and 
Interfaces 5: 5381-5387. Design and Fabrication of Superamphiphobic 
Paper Surfaces.

On the left hand side of the picture is the parallel  
plate plasma reactor that is used to modify paper 
or cellulose surfaces to inhibit water and bacteria 
adhesion.  Standing right to left are Mr. Zhenguan 
Tang (fourth year Ph.D. student), Ms. Lu Jiang  
(second year Ph.D. student), Won Tae Choi (third  
year Ph.D. student), and Professor Dennis Hess. 
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CNBR
Guillermo Giambartolomei, Professor of Immunology 

University of Buenos Aires-Argentina
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Ayelen Pesce-Viglietti 
(left) and Placida Baz 
(right) are analyzing data 
from the cell sorter flow 
cytometer.
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B rucella spp. is a bacterial pathogen responsible for a zoonosis that causes a 
serious economical impact worldwide, and a human disease that is difficult 

to treat. Dr. Guillermo Giambartolomei is working on developing a vaccine for 
Brucella spp. Giambartolomei´s group has an extensive expertise in the area of 
immunology to bacterial infections and development of subunit vaccines. 

The group has developed several recombinant antigens against brucellosis 
and also has an ongoing program investigating the use of bacterial proteases 
as vaccine adjuvants. The group is a leader in Argentina and South America and 
has a long history in training students in the field of immunology and vaccine 
development.

In order to engineer a better vaccine to be used in animals and humans, 
Giambartolomei’s laboratory has aimed to develop an innocuous subunit vaccine. 
Among several candidate antigens his group is focusing on Brucella outer 
membrane proteins (Omps). He has demonstrated that the protein moiety of B. 
abortus Omp16 and Omp19 are new bacterial pathogen associated proteins that 
are a promising self-adjuvanting vaccine against systemic and orally acquired 
brucellosis. 

 Giambartolomei is from Instituto de Estudios de la Inmunidad Humoral (IDEHU), 
Argentina. IDEHU belongs to the Argentinean National Council of Scientific 
Research (CONICET) and the University of Buenos Aires. The general scientific 
IDEHU goals are: to develop scientific research in the field of immunity, maintain 
links with centers abroad in related fields and to contribute to the training of 
researchers and technicians. 

The Center for NanoBiotechnology Research (CNBR) at Alabama State 
University established scientific collaboration with the IDEHU in 2009 to explore 
vaccine development projects using nanomaterials. 

In 2010, Giambartolomei visited ASU’s CNBR and conducted several seminars 
and gave lectures to students and participating CNBR faculty. During his visit, 
plans were made for students from Argentina to visit the CNBR to conduct hands-
on nanobiotechnology research. 

Since then, both groups have been collaborating extensively to try to develop 
new subunit vaccines using the combination of the expertise of both groups. 
Last year, as a part of the collaboration, Drs. Shree Singh and Vida A. Dennis 
from Alabama State University visited Giambartolomei´s lab as part of the active 
collaboration. While there, they met with Argentinean students. Singh and Dennis 
also participated in the 52nd Congress of the Argentine Society of Immunology 
(SAI); chaired by Giambartolomei, the president of SAI. 

The collaboration has been very fruitful in terms of exchanging expertise 
between both labs and training students from both institutions. It is hoped that 
the collaboration will continue to grow with more student and faculty exchange 
and the development of joint patents and research programs.
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To educate a person in the mind but not in morals is 
to educate a menace to society.” This pearl of wisdom 

once spoken by Theodore Roosevelt reminds us of the 
urgency of educating graduate research students, not only 
in the scientific inquiry process, but equally as important is 
ensuring that student researchers adhere to the core values of 
ethics in research. This article addresses the role of student 
researchers and the principles underlying the ethics of 
research.

Because of rising costs for healthcare and the need for 
improved patient outcomes, the use of evidence in clinical 
decision making has prompted changes in clinical practice 
as well as health-related professions programs. Portney 
and Watkins (2009) stated that the concept of evidence-
based practice represents the fundamental principles that 
the provision of quality care will depend on our ability to 
make choices that have been confirmed by sound scientific 
data and that our decisions are based on the best evidence 
available.   For many departments in the schools of health-
related professions, the push to incorporate evidence-based 
practice into the curriculum is foundational to designing 
programs that emphasize scientific inquiry. 

Regardless of discipline, the key to complying with 
standards promoting scholarship resides with faculty who 

The Student  
as Researcher
Dr. Angela T. Davis
Department of Occupational Therapy
Alabama State University

design curricula and facilitate 
student experiences that foster 
scholarship. Graduate students 
in the health sciences programs 
at Alabama State University are 
required to complete a capstone 
project in order to fulfill 
program requirements for degree 
completion in their respective 
major. The capstone project is 

to provide students opportunities 
to integrate knowledge and skills 

acquired throughout the course of their 
professional program, become consumers 

of the research literature, and use evidence in 
clinical decision-making.

 Principles of integrity and compliance with ethical 
standards are essential. Besides being used as a presentation 
before student colleagues and faculty, student projects should 
also be appropriate for publication. 

Like faculty who conduct research, students are required 
to comply with the policies and procedures outlined in the 
Alabama State University Research Protection Program 
manual. This document was drafted to ensure compliance 
with the guidelines and regulations established by the 
U. S. Department of Health and Human Services and 
the ethical principles and guidelines for the protection of 
human subjects in research set forth by the department 
(Alabama State University, 2012). To ensure compliance 
with federal regulations, the University Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) reviews and approves all human participant 
research conducted by the faculty, students, staff, or other 
institutional representatives.

The goal of the IRB review is to ensure that the 
individuals participating in the research are adequately 
protected.  The IRB must conclude that the research 
fulfills the basic principles for conducting ethical research 
(Workman & Kielhofner, 2006). 

As a matter of fact, not all research has been conducted in 
a manner consistent with the principles of ethical standards. 
One of the best-known abuses of human subjects research 
is the Tuskegee Syphilis Study conducted on 399 African 
American men in Macon County, Alabama, from 1932 until 
1972. The initial aim of the project was to study the natural 
progression of syphilis for a period of six months, but it 
ultimately became a study of untreated syphilis of African 
American men, even when the researchers were aware that 
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of interests,  history and ethical principles, and the 
“Belmont Report” (Alabama State University, 2012).

There are strict guidelines for student participation 
in research. Student projects that involve direct human 
interaction or manipulation of their environment 
and those that recruit or include a protected class of 
participants require IRB approval. 

For students in health-related professional programs, 
opportunities to develop research skills and to use 
those skills in clinical decision practice are necessary 
for producing the best available evidence and patient 
outcomes. Researchers and student researchers alike are 
sometimes faced with difficult situations involving ethical 
principles, and the challenge is to always uphold the 
ethical principles of respect for persons, beneficence,  
and justice. 

REFERENCES
1.  Alabama State University. (2012). Research protection program policies 

and procedures. Montgomery, Alabama: Alabama State University.

2.  Jones, J.H. (1993). Bad blood: The Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment. New 
York, NY: The Free Press. 

3.  Portney, L.G., & Watkins, M.P. (2009). Foundation of clinical research: 
Application to practice. (3rd ed.). Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson 
Education Inc.

4.  Workman, D.E., & Kielhofner, G. (2006). Integrity and ethics in 
the conduct of human-subject research. In Kielhofner, G. Research 
in occupational therapy: Methods of inquiry for enhancing practice.  
Philadelphia, PA: F.A. Davis. 
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the drug penicillin was found to be an effective treatment  
for the disease (Jones, 1993).

Once exposed, after 40 years of this unethical research 
practice, it was the subject of congressional hearings in 
1973, and the following year the United States Congress 
passed legislation creating the National Commission for the 
Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral 
Research. In 1979, the National Commission released 
the “The Belmont Report,” which established three basic 
principles as guidelines for the evaluation of the ethics of 
research involving human subjects. Student compliance is 
equally as important as the faculty research adviser.

The first principle is respect for persons: the student 
researcher must respect the research participants' ability 
to make informed choices. The student researcher must 
also be aware that persons with diminished capacity are 
entitled to protection. The second principle of beneficence 
requires student researchers to avoid causing harm, or at 
least minimize harm to persons, and to maximize possible 
benefits. The last principle, justice, mandates that student 
researchers are fair in the distribution of the benefits and 
burden. 

While the principal investigator or faculty adviser has 
ultimate responsibility for the conduct of research done with 
students, students also assume responsibility for ensuring 
research participants’ protections  are implemented and are 
maintained as approved by the IRB. It is the policy of the 
IRB that students adhere to the regulations set forth in 45 
CFR §46, the ethical standards contained in the “Belmont 
Report,” and comply with all the policies and procedures of 
the ASU IRB. It is imperative that students conduct research 
with integrity, be ethical, and demonstrate respect for all 
individuals and groups. A faculty member must serve as 
principal investigator or faculty adviser and signatory on all 
student research.

Prior to conducting research requiring IRB review, 
students must complete and successfully pass (80 percent) 
of the Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative (CITI) 
program. This training is required even if the research 
qualifies for exemption. The training module, “Basic  
Course for Social and Behavioral Research Investigators,” 
covers topics such as federal regulations, defining research 
with humans, assessing risk, informed consent, privacy  
and confidentiality, research with prisoners and children, 
research in public elementary and secondary schools, 
international research, internet-based research, HIPAA 
(hospital) privacy protections, vulnerable subjects, conflicts  

Taylor Noeller,  
junior biology major
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STEM FACULTY OF THE YEAR

Dr. Manoj K. Mishra
Associate Professor of Biology

Timothy C. Ervin, Media Relations Specialist 
Alabama State University

Dr. Manoj K. Mishra, an associate professor  
of biology, has been named ASU’s 2015  

STEM Faculty of the Year, an honor that  
recognizes his research, leadership and, most 
importantly, his dedication to students.

Mishra has two decades of 
experience working in the field 
of biology and is dedicated to 
eliminating health disparities in 
cancer, mainly in the African-
American community.    

Since arriving at ASU, Mishra 
has received more than $2 
million in funding from the 
National Science Foundation, 
National Cancer Institute, the 
U.S. Department of Defense 
and others for his research. 
These funds help finance several 
university and college-based 
committees and programs that 
train and mentor graduate, 
undergraduate and high school 
students. Mishra currently 
serves as the founding director 
of the Cancer Biology Research and Training Program, 
director of the Freshmen Biology Program  and director 
of the S-STEM Program.

Mishra also teaches general biology and is involved 
in tumor immunology (prostate cancer) research and 
regenerative medicine.

The veteran researcher said the best thing about 
teaching at ASU is the diversity in its programs and 
offerings.

“Our students are motivated and eager to learn new 
things,” Mishra said. “We offer several opportunities, 
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including paid research opportunities in STEM, as well 
as in our newly established cancer research. ASU is now 
armed with almost all of the programs one can dream of.”

A native of Siwan, Bihar in India, Mishra earned his 
Bachelor of Science degree from Bihar University (India), 
and a Master of Science degree and Ph.D. from Banaras 
Hindu University. 

He has been widely recognized for his work and has 
received several awards, including 
a 2015 travel award to present a 
research paper at the European 
Congress of Immunology in 
Vienna, Austria, and a 2013 and 
2015 Faculty Scholar in Cancer 
Research Award by the American 
Association of Cancer Research. 
He also was recognized in 2013 
as one of the top 25 HBCU 
professors in the nation.

Mishra has published several 
scholarly works and is a 
member of various professional 
organizations, including the 
American Association of Cancer 
Research, Society of Toxicology, 
Alabama Comprehensive Cancer 
Control Coalition, American 
Society for Microbiology, 

American Association of Advancement of Science and 
American Association of Immunologists.

Prior to coming to ASU, Mishra worked at Kansas State 
University, the Washington University School of Medicine 
and the Medical College of Wisconsin. When he is not 
teaching students or conducting research, Mishra can be 
found serving the community by volunteering in several 
schools and with the Alabama Department of Public Health.

The STEM faculty award honors those faculty members 
who exemplify the highest levels of performance and 
excellence in the pursuit of scientific endeavors at ASU.
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COHS Faculty of the Year

Dr. Walter Lee Childers
Assistant Professor of Prosthetics and Orthotics

Dr. Susan Denham, Professor and Chair, Occupational 
Therapy Department, Alabama State University

Like the lab he runs, Dr. Lee Childers is truly 
something unique. Childers came to Alabama State 

University and the College of Health Sciences in 2012. 
He has a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering 
technology from Southern Polytechnic State University, 
a master’s degree in prosthetics and orthotics and a 
doctorate in applied physiology 
from Georgia Institute of 
Technology. He is a certified 
prosthetist and completed his 
Prosthetic Residency at Hanger 
Clinic in Atlanta. Childers is 
currently involved in a research 
fellowship with the Langston 
University-Rehabilitation 
Research and Training Center’s 
Rehabilitation Research Fellow 
Program, as well as serving as 
director of the Biomechanics and 
Motor Control Laboratory at 
Alabama State University. 

During his short tenure at ASU, 
Childers has already obtained 
more than $500,000 in external 
grants. One of these grants was 
funded by the Department of 
Defense and resulted in the Gait 
Realtime Interactive Analysis Lab (GRIAL). This lab is 
one of only six such labs in the United States.  The closest 
similar lab is located in Fort Worth, Texas. With this lab, 
Childers and his students will have the opportunity to 
perform locomotor control research and gait analysis with 
individuals who have suffered lower extremity trauma 
and amputation. This lab will also support future grant 
projects and innovations in the fields of orthotics and 
prosthetics. Childers also serves as an instructor and 
mentor in the fast-growing prosthetics and orthotics 

program, as well being credited with multiple peer-
reviewed publications, presentations and textbook chapters, 
and serving as a manuscript and grant reviewer. 

In addition to his impressive professional accomplish-
ments, Childers is an avid cyclist and competes in both 
mountain and track bike races. He has cycled in Europe, 
New Zealand and the U.S., and has accumulated more 
than 10,000 miles.  He shares this passion by actively vol-
unteering with running and cycling events for amputees, 

and has used his skills as a pros-
thetist and engineer to develop 
specialized prosthetic feet for 
cycling.  

Childers likes to build things 
and likes things that go fast. 
After college, he worked on a 
top fuel drag racing team, testing 
high performance engines and 
developing new clutch designs for 
various high speed race cars. The 
cars he worked on can accelerate 
from 0-330 mph in 4.5 seconds. 
Childers helped to restore a 
World War II Navy dive bomber 
(Douglas SBD-5 Dauntless) back 
to flying condition, and restored 
a 1970 Plymouth ‘Cuda that he 
salvaged from a junkyard. He 
sold it to pay for his master’s 
degree. 

Childers indeed likes to build things and likes things 
that go fast. This is apparent when you look at what 
he has done in the three years he has been at ASU. His 
desire to excel has resulted in the development of the 
ASU Biomechanics and Motor Control Laboratory, as 
well as the rapid growth rates and student success in the 
prosthetics and orthotics program.  Childers’s innovative 
ideas, passion for his profession and dedication to his 
students are the reasons that he is the recipient of the 2015 
COHS Faculty of the Year Award. 
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A Nanobiotechnology Partnership  
between ASU and Penn

 to Catch Disease-Causing Bugs
A.T. Charlie Johnson, Professor of Physics and Astronomy

Director, Nano/Bio Interface Center, University of Pennsylvania
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Can we catch a pathogen before it causes an 
outbreak? This is the question that keeps 
many researchers awake, especially in the age 

of global travel. A group of researchers from Alabama 
State University (ASU), Drs. Shreekumar Pillai, Shree 
Singh and Vida A. Dennis, visited the University of 
Pennsylvania to see whether collaborations could be 
developed to answer this question.

At Penn, our group’s interests include transport 
phenomena (charge, energy and spin) in nanoscale 
systems, including carbon nanotubes and graphene, 
and hybrid nanostructures based on these materials 
conjugated with proteins, synthetic peptides, and 
DNA. These systems are of rising interest from the 
view of basic materials physics as well as their poten-
tial use in emerging nanotechnologies. 

In order to study the electronic properties, we must 
first connect nanometer-size objects to the outside 
world. To this end, we use a variety of nanofabrica-
tion techniques, including photolithography, electron 
beam lithography, thin film deposition and etching 
approaches. Once we have created a nanoscale circuit, 
we measure its properties, using a variety of tech-
niques, including low-temperature magnetotransport, 
thermal conductivity measurement and hybrid scan-
ning probe techniques that let us measure local elec-
tronic properties with nanometer-scale resolution. 

In recent years, we have become interested in scal-
able processes, where materials such as graphene are 
grown by chemical vapor deposition on the wafer 
scale and devices are fabricated using standard ap-
proaches, such as photolithography. We have devel-
oped a broad range of chemical and biomolecular 
sensor systems based on nano-bio hybrid devices. In 
this concept, the biomolecule provides chemical rec-
ognition while the nanoelectronic device acts as an 
ultra-sensitive readout element. 

 As an example, we have developed chemical sensors 
consisting of a single-walled carbon nanotube Field 

Effect Transistor (swCN-FET) with a nanoscale layer 
of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) adsorbed to the 
tube’s outerwall. The current through the swCN-FET 
shows a characteristic response to gaseous analytes. 
This response varies depending on the base sequence 
of the adsorbed ssDNA.These sensors have been able 
to detect methanol, trimethylamine, propionic acid, 
dimethyl methylphosphonate (a simulant of sarin) and 
dinitrotoluene (a derivative of TNT) at the ppm level.

The sensors can even detect vapors that are odorless 
to humans, such as dimethylsulfone, which has been 
identified as a volatile biomarker of skin cancer. The 
response and recovery of this vapor sensor are on the 
order of seconds, making it potentially useful in “real 
time” vapor sensor systems. 

We have shown that these sensors can be integrated 
into an “electronic nose” system that can be used 
to measure small changes in complex mixtures of 
chemical vapors. We have an ongoing project where 
we are using this system to measure the “odor of 
disease” in patient blood samples, with a focus on 
ovarian cancer diagnosis.

In our partnership with ASU, we have focused on 
the development of rapid and sensitive nanoscale 
detection systems for foodborne pathogens using a 
Field Effect Transistor-based system incorporating 
carbon nanotubes. In this project, one undergraduate 
student and a post-doctoral scientist from Dr. Pillai’s 
group at the CNBR visited Penn. They worked on 
functionalizing carbon nanotubes by attaching highly 
specific antibodies to develop a FET system for the 
detection and quantification of Salmonella enterica 
serovarTyphimurium, a major foodborne pathogen. 
Our paper was published in the prestigious Advances 
in Physics Journal in 2014. We also submitted three 
joint proposals together to the National Science 
Foundation. We hope to continue this collaboration 
by submitting more joint proposals and intensifying 
the exchange program between ASU and Penn.

Mutual partnership with ASU has focused on  
the development of rapid and sensitive nanoscale  

detection systems for foodborne pathogens.
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F orensic evidence analysis is vital in crime 
investigation and law enforcement. After the 
forensic evidence is collected from crime scenes 

and analyzed in the forensic laboratory, the findings 
and interpretation of the analytical results are used to 
solve a crime or a dispute in a courtroom. The forensic 
evidence may include drugs, body fluids, explosives, 
inks, paint and biological agents. The key element in 
forensic evidence analysis is to match an unknown 
sample from a crime scene and a known sample from 
a suspect, and to provide scientific evidence for the 
lead investigator to solve the legal issue in a criminal 
investigation. Techniques  used for analysis of evidence 
in forensic science include microscopy, spectroscopy, 
chromatography, mass spectrometry, immunoassay and 
DNA analysis [1]. 

Nanoscience is a sub-discipline of natural science 
on the nanometer scale and has been one of the 
fastest-growing areas in science and technology [2]. 
New functionalized nanomaterials and innovative 
nanotechnologies have revolutionized other fields of 

CSI at ASU: 

science to make a real difference in our daily lives. 
These developments and advances have made 
meaningful contributions in medicine to solve 
difficult health problems including diseases and 
viruses, in the field known as nanomedicine. They 
have also been applied to possibly transform the 
carbon-free or carbon-neutral renewable energy in 
our energy systems in fighting the global energy 
and environmental crisis. This field is known as 
nanoenergy.

 In contrast, as yet the applications of nanosci-
ence including nanotechnology in forensic science 
are rather limited. Nanoforensics, an emerging 
and urgent arena in forensic science, is a research 
area to examine forensic evidence to solve cases. 
Including criminal investigation using nanomate-
rials and nanotechnology,  this is in the very early 
stage of research and development.

Nanomaterials and nanotechnology offer great 
opportunities and tools for forensic scientists [3-4]. 
As we know, nanomaterials such as nanoparticles 

Dr. Harvey Hou
Forensic Science Programs  

Department of Physical Sciences
Alabama State University
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can be easily controlled and have unique well-defined 
properties. The images of fingerprints are expected to 
have sharper and clearer edges using nanomaterials. For 
example, use of metal-containing nanoparticles and 
nano-structured particles for fingerprint detection is 
achievable [5]. 

The detection of forensic drugs and their metabolites 
by nanoparticles may be enhanced. DNA profiling is 
an indispensable technique in individual identification 
in the forensic community. However, the extremely low 
concentration of DNA and mixed samples of DNA are 
still challenging in DNA analysis. Nanotechnology 
might provide a possible solution for these demanding 
questions. For instance, use of nanoparticles may 
improve the effectiveness of DNA isolation from 
human body fluids [4]. Nanoparticles also are able to 
enhance the efficiency of PCR reactions for human 
DNA identification [4]. 

The forensic programs at ASU have made enormous 
progress in training students and uncovering funda-
mental knowledge in forensic science during the past 
four years [6-8]. Since the inaugural offering of the 
B.S. degree program in forensic chemistry and M.S. 
degree program in forensic science at ASU in 2011, 
three laboratories led by Drs. Harvey Hou, Gulnaz 
Javan and Azriel Gorski have been established. These 
laboratories are dedicated to fundamental research in 
forensic sciences. They involve research projects in fo-
rensic chemistry, microbial forensics, nanoforensics, 
forensic biology, forensic pathology, and forensic mi-
croscopic analysis. More than eight graduate students 
have been granted their M.S. degrees in forensic sci-
ence. A third program, a B.S. degree in forensic biol-
ogy, began at ASU in 2014. 

Our group has initiated a research project on foren-
sic drug and DNA analysis using nanomaterials and 
nanotechnology. We explored the spectroscopic prop-
erties of the nanoparticles and possible identification of 
cocaine in simulated fingerprint samples using Fourier 
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). When cocaine 
is present in the gold nanoparticles, the IR spectra of 

the mixture of cocaine and gold nanoparticles 
showed eight new IR peaks, which are attrib-
uted to the ketone group (2953, 1753, 1717 
and 1278 cm-1), amine group (1115, 1069, and 
1038 cm-1), and benzene group (716 cm-1) in 
cocaine. This result indicates that FTIR detec-
tion of cocaine is achievable. 

We proposed two procedures for FTIR detec-
tion of cocaine in fingerprint samples: (1) the 
nanoparticles were directly applied to generate 
fingerprint imaging and FTIR analysis instead 
of using black fingerprint powders. (2) the 
black fingerprint powders are used for finger-
print imaging analysis. After the analysis, the 
nanoparticles are added to the fingerprint sam-
ples for FTIR measurements. The experimental 
results have suggested that the proposed two 
strategies are promising. The results may open 
a new route for detection of forensic drugs in 
fingerprint samples.
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Treatment of disease with conventional drug 
delivery systems may not provide the patient 

with the optimal treatment options. Particulate drug 
delivery systems (including liposomes, niosomes and 
nanoparticles) offer a range of advantages for drug 
delivery, but their clinical application remains under-
exploited. 

Research at Aston University generates a deeper 
understanding of formulation attributes that 
govern the mechanism of action of these particulate 
systems for drug delivery, vaccine adjuvanticity and 
diagnostics. This reinforces their development and 
the pathway of these systems into clinical trials and 
application. By continued systematic development of 
such systems, this research provides the foundation 
for practical solutions and realistic options to enhance 
patient care on a global scale.

Aston University is partnering with Alabama State 
University’s Center for NanoBiotechnology Research 
(CNBR) to develop newer methods of drug delivery 
using nanobiotechnology. The partnership includes 
exchange of faculty and students between the two 
institutions. Dr. Shree Singh visited Aston in 2013 
and laid the foundation for the collaboration. Dr. 
Yvonne Perrie then visited ASU and gave a talk at 
the CNBR. As a result, one undergraduate student, 
Brandi Barlow, visited and spent the summer of 2014 
in Perrie’s laboratory, where she worked on liposomes.  
Her research at Aston University was on “Designing 
Liposomes for Cancer Therapeutics.” 

The name liposome is derived from two Greek 
words: ‘Lipos’ meaning fat and ‘Soma’ meaning body. 
A liposome can be formed at a variety of sizes as uni-
lamellar or multi-lamellar construction, and its name 

relates to its structural building blocks, phospholipids, 
and not to its size. Liposomes were first described by 
a British hematologist, Dr. Alec D. Bangham, FRS, 
in 1961 (published 1964), at the Babraham Institute 
in Cambridge. They were discovered when Bangham 
and R.W. Horne were testing the Institute’s new 
electron microscope by adding negative stain to dry 
phospholipids. The resemblance to the plasmalemma 
was obvious, and the microscope pictures served as the 
first real evidence for the cell membrane being a bilayer 
lipid structure. 

Liposomes can be used to deliver substances to the 
blood stream and even cells much more efficiently than 
normal. Liposomes can be filled with drugs, and used 
to deliver drugs for cancer and other diseases. Thus, 
liposomes encapsulate drugs inside a hydrophobic 
membrane; dissolved hydrophilic solutes cannot readily 
pass through the lipids. Hydrophobic chemicals can be 
dissolved into the membrane, and in this way liposomes 
can carry both hydrophobic molecules and hydrophilic 
molecules. The goal of this research is to deliver the drug 
molecules to sites of action, where the lipid bilayer can 
fuse with other bilayers such as the cell membrane, thus 
delivering the liposome contents. By making liposomes 
in a solution of DNA or drugs (which would normally 
be unable to diffuse through the membrane) they can be 
indiscriminately delivered past the lipid bilayer. 

The plan is  to develop jointly funded programs 
between Aston and ASU with an annual summer and 
academic year exchange program of faculty and students 
between the  institutions. Joint international funding 
requests in this effort have been submitted. Hopefully, 
some of these efforts will be successful in the not-too-
distant future.

Yvonne Perrie, Professor in Pharmaceutics/Drug Delivery
Head of Pharmacy, Aston University, Birmingham, England

ASTON AND ASU 
Partners in Nano Drug Delivery Systems
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FROM
A Teacher Affects Eternity;  

No One Can Tell  Where His Influence Stops. 
– Henry Adams

In Alabama State University’s long and distinguished history, 

its faculty has proudly embodied the vision and commitment 

of ASU’s mission in demonstrating outstanding contributions 

to excellent teaching, research and service at the state, national 

and global level.

     Looking back more than 50 years, it is our honor to share 

with you in this edition of Science@ASU, a close-

up view of a representative group of outstanding 

faculty members whose unwavering groundwork 

has played an integral role in helping to move 

the University forward in advancing its science 

programs through adept teaching, mentoring, 

research, and other scholarly professional 

activities, which laid the foundation for others 

to follow. (Continued on page 30)
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Yvonne Williams
Center for Nanobiotechnology Research

PIONEERS   PRESENTTO

Dr. Chai-Fu Pan
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Dr. Susanta K. Ghorai
Drs. Rebecca Wright Walker (left) and James Oliviere (right)

Dr. Wallace Maryland, Jr.

Dr. Shiva P. Singh (second from right)

Dr. U.D. Sharma (right)

Dr. Susanta K. Ghorai (right)

Dr. Suraji Makhija (left)
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PIONEERS....FROM
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Dr. Thelma C. Ivery

Drs. K.H. Kim (left) and Fred W. Roush (right)

Dr. Eddie G. Moore (right)

Dr. Susanta K. Ghorai

Dr. Shiva P. Singh
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Drs. K.H. Kim (left) and Fred W. Roush (right)

Dr. James Oliviere

Dr. Rebecca Wright Walker

Dr. James Oliviere

Dr. U.D. Sharma

John William Beverly Science Hall

Dr. Eddie G. Moore (left)
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A professor of mathematics for 
nearly 50 years, the late Dr. Wallace 
Maryland, Jr., an outstanding 
and well-regarded role model, 

researcher and educator dedicated himself to 
teaching, mentoring and inspiring students to 
excel in their endeavors and obtain doctorates in 
mathematics and science. Maryland began his 
career at ASU in 1963 as an assistant professor 
of mathematics and a decade later was appointed 
chair of the department of mathematics and 
computer science, where he remained until 
his retirement in 2009. Maryland was an 
inspiration to many students and contributed 
significantly to their professional careers and 
individual successes. While he served as principal 
investigator for ASU’s Louis Stokes Alliance for 
Minority Participation Program (LSAMP) and 
the Alabama Alliance for Graduate Education 
and the Professoriate (AAGEP), Maryland 
assiduously motivated and inspired students to 
pursue graduate degrees and careers in STEM. 
Under his tutelage, generations of students went 
on to receive doctorate degrees in mathematics and 
science. Among his accomplishments throughout 
his career at ASU, Maryland was a contributing 
author of several mathematics textbooks and 
journal publications. He was the first recipient 
of ASU’s newly established STEM faculty of 
the year award in 2006 for his outstanding 
achievements in education, research and student 
mentoring. Maryland also was awarded the 
Minority Access Faculty Mentor Role Model award 
for his outstanding mentoring and numerous 
accomplishments at ASU.

Dr. Suraji P. Makhija, an 
exceptional professor of chemistry 
and esteemed faculty member and 
role model, was highly regarded by 

generations of students. Makhija spent more than 
40 years of his career at ASU, dedicating his time 
in cultivating, enriching, and inspiring generations 
of bright chemists and scientists. His extensive 
mentoring and innovative methods to teaching 
demonstrated tremendous success in student 
development, motivating and encouraging students 
to academically excel in STEM graduate programs. 
Under Makhija’s exceptional teaching, professional 
influence and mentoring, several of his students 
earned medical, pharmacy and doctoral degrees.

Dr. James Oliviere, known as Dr.“O” by his many students 
and colleagues, was professor of biology and chair of the 
department of biological sciences for more than 40 illustrious 
years. The late Dr. “O” came to ASU in 1963 as assistant 

professor of biology.  Dr. “O” was recognized as an outstanding model for 
mentoring. His dedication to helping students meet their highest level of 
academic achievements and professional development was unparalleled.  
His intense passion and love for teaching were profoundly embraced by 
students who crossed his path. Oliviere’s love for teaching and mentoring 
well prepared students to pursue careers in the sciences.  During his career 
at ASU, he obtained several grants from the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) and the Rockefeller Foundation. Under his exceptional tutelage, 
several of Oliviere’s former students have become successful dentists, medical 
doctors, professors and research scientists.   

Dr. Susanta K. Ghorai, professor of physics, well-regarded 
role model, scientist and outstanding faculty member, began 
his exceptional career at ASU in 1968.  Ghorai excelled in 
teaching, mentoring and research. Known to many of his 

students as “the father of physics,” Ghorai focused his efforts on making 
sure students were exceptional intellectuals and knowledgeable in the most 
often difficult concepts and fundamentals of physics. He was committed 
to teaching innovative approaches to physics so that students achieved 
success. Ghorai served as principal investigator of part of a Minority 
Biomedical Research Support (MBRS) project funded through the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH), which provided students opportunities to 
conduct biomedical research. Ghorai received several other extramural 
curriculum development and research grants in nuclear physics from the 
U.S. Department of Education and NIH, which allowed many students 
to develop competence and enhance their preparedness for obtaining 
graduate degrees. He published several research manuscripts in national and 
international journals and a college physics book.                    

The embodiment of excellence and dedication to teaching and 
research and an inspiration to students, Dr. Thelma C. Ivery, 
an esteemed educator and motivator, devoted 45 years of 
excellence and dedicated service to the University. She began 

her tenure at ASU in 1964. During her tenure, Ivery held the positions of 
professor of chemistry, acting chair of physical sciences, and dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences, which later was divided into the College of 
Liberal Arts and Social Sciences and the College of Science, Mathematics 
and Technology. She retired as dean of the latter college in 2009. Ivery’s 
efforts focused on fostering the intellectual growth of students and 
facilitating the entry of ASU graduates into the nation’s top graduate and 
professional schools. Ivery also made significant contributions in motivating 
secondary student learning by engaging young minds in “hands-on” science 
and technology activities through the Alabama Science in Motion (ASIM) 
Program, of which she was director. For her contributions and outstanding 
achievements at ASU, Ivery was recognized as the STEM faculty of the year 
in 2008.
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Dr. Eddie G. Moore, a lifetime mentor and outstanding faculty member, was best-known to 
generations of students as the “professor of cell and molecular biology.” He began his tenure 
at ASU in 1977 as associate professor and director of graduate programs in biology. He 

made a significant impact on many students during his 32 years at ASU. He challenged students to become 
critical thinkers and inspired them to excel at their highest potential in their academic and professional 
endeavors. Under his tutelage, students were motivated and encouraged to believe that they were competent 
to achieve more than they had thought possible, which was why he empathetically addressed each student as 
“professor” while they enthusiastically engaged in stimulating classroom discussions. As coordinator of ASU/
UAB M.S. to Ph.D. Bridge Program and liaison for ASU in UAB’s Health Professions Opportunity Pathway 
Program, Moore demonstrated his passion for science and strong commitment to helping students to excel. 
Moore published numerous scientific papers and received several research and training grant awards.  He 
demonstrated exemplary efforts and contributions in the areas of teaching, research, mentoring and service 
to the University and impacted the lives of countless students during his time at ASU. Moore was recognized 
as the STEM faculty of the year in 2009.

The late Dr. Ki Hang “Hank” Kim, distinguished professor of mathematics, started his 
tenure at ASU in 1974.  Dr. Kim’s exceptional achievements in teaching, extensive and 
noteworthy contributions to research in the field of mathematics, scholarly achievements and 

outstanding service to the University exemplify why he was appointed in 1986 as distinguished professor 
of mathematics, the first and only such appointment in the history of ASU. Often called a “mathematician 
extraordinaire,”  Kim held visiting professorships at several international universities, including the University 
of Lisbon, Stuttgart University, the University of Delhi and the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Among many 
major accomplishments in his career was the refutation of the 1974 Williams Conjecture, which states that 
all changes in coding systems used over time are by their nature strong and complex changes. Kim’s study, 
along with his longstanding colleague, Dr. Fred Roush, found that the changes could be subtle or minor, 
and thus the codes would remain undetected or unbroken.  The refutability of this breakthrough was 
published in the prestigious Princeton Journal, Annals of Mathematics. Kim wrote or co-authored more than 
150 manuscripts in acclaimed journals and eight books. An inspiring and remarkable faculty member, he led 
both undergraduate and graduate students to excel academically and professionally. He was recognized by 
then-Alabama Gov. Fob James in 1996 for his outstanding scholarly accomplishments. Kim played a role in 
bringing the Hyundai manufacturing plant to Montgomery County. As talking points for the recruitment, 
Kim said he mentioned the low utility rates and that “Alabamians are not unionized, are practitioners of 
Southern hospitality and are loyal and hard-working.”

An exemplary faculty member and distinguished and renowned researcher, Dr. Fred W. Roush, 
professor of mathematics, began working at ASU in 1976 with his longtime collaborator, Dr. Ki 
Hang “Hank” Kim. In his nearly 40 years at ASU, Roush contributed significantly to excellent 

teaching, research, and service to the University.  Among many of his greatest professional accomplishments, 
Roush is best known for his counterexample to the Williams Conjecture in symbolic dynamics, which was 
published in 1999 in the acclaimed Princeton Journal, Annals of Mathematics. Roush has published scores of 
books and highly cited journal articles with various collaborating authors from the U.S. and other countries, 
and has received several research grants from NSF. He has provided excellent graduate training and has advised 
the scholarly work of many mathematics master’s students’ theses at ASU.                                                                                                                         
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A prolific grant writer, researcher, 
outstanding teacher and 
inspirational mentor and role 

model, Dr. Shiva P. Singh, former chair of 
the department of biological sciences and 
director of biomedical research and training 
programs, made significant contributions to 
the advancement and quality of undergraduate 
and graduate research to myriad students. 
Among his many noteworthy accomplishments 
and professional service for almost 30 years to 
the University,  Singh was well known for his 
unwavering effort in promoting students’ success 
and excellence. He provided the necessary 
tools and resources to increase the competitive 
preparation of ASU students entering graduate 
programs/careers in the biomedical sciences 
and health and allied health professions.  Singh 
was instrumental in bringing the first Minority 
Access to Research Careers Undergraduate 
Student Training in Academic Research (MARC 
U*STAR) Program, Minority Biomedical 
Research Support (MBRS) Program, and the 
Health Careers Opportunity Program (HCOP) 
to ASU. He served as principal investigator on 
all three programs funded through the National 
Institute of General and Medical Sciences 
(NIGMS) of the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH). These grants and research infrastructure 
developed by Singh substantially strengthened 
the University’s biomedical research capabilities 
laying the foundation for current scientific 
programs at ASU.  Singh immensely enhanced 
the research capabilities by recruiting faculty 
with research experience, forming regional and 
national research partnerships, and preparing 
countless ASU graduates who successfully 
transitioned to the nation’s top graduate, health 
and allied health professions schools. After 
retiring from ASU, Singh joined the NIH, 
where he is chief of the Undergraduate and 
Predoctoral Training Branch in the Division 
of Training, Workforce Development, and 
Diversity (TWD). 

Through its rich history, ASU has always been recognized as a great institution of higher education. Historically known as a “teacher’s 
college,” the University is now at the forefront of excellence in education and research. ASU has reached milestones in helping students 
succeed in the classroom and beyond. Students and faculty are conducting notable research in the areas of microbiology, molecular 
biology, cell biology, virology, polymer chemistry, immunology, nanobiotechnology, bioinformatics, nanogenomics and other emerging 
fields of research. ASU participates in robust international scientific programs benefiting science students and faculty. New programs, such 
as Ph.D. in microbiology, M.S. in forensic science, Doctor of Physical Therapy, M.S. in applied technology and M.S. in prosthetics and 
orthotics, have enhanced the science programs at ASU, which was not imagined 50 years ago.

8
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Dr.  Alanzo Granville is a 
software engineer at Aveva Inc., 
where he is engaged in game design 
for simulation training. He received 
his bachelor’s degree from ASU in 
2006. He then studied mechanical 
engineering at the University of 
Alabama at Birmingham (UAB), 
completing his master’s in 2011 in 
the area of displaying 3D geometrical 
geometries using immersive 
stereoscopic display systems.  He 
obtained his Ph.D. from UAB in 

interdisciplinary engineering specializing in computational engineering and 
using virtual/mixed reality simulations for training.

Granville attributes his educational accomplishments to the HBCU-UP 
program and the guidance and mentorship he received under Dr. Carolyn 
Simmons-Johnson, associate professor of mathematics. He remains 
committed to encouraging and supporting students with a desire to succeed 
in life.  He also has a strong desire in pursuing 3D immersive virtual 
training simulations for hazardous industrial or military environments.

Dr. Nicole Gray-Granville 
is a curriculum developer who 
creates engaging and innovative 
STEM curriculum for students.  
She received her bachelor’s degree 
from ASU in 2007. She performed 
undergraduate research under 
the mentorship of Elijah Nyairo, 
instructor of chemistry.  She 
completed her M.S. in chemistry 
in 2009 at the University of 
Alabama.  She had a passion for 
helping students learn curriculum 
in a more efficient manner and 
went to the University of Alabama 
at Birmingham, where she completed her Ph.D. in interdisciplinary 
engineering with a concentration in chemistry education in 2014.

Gray-Granville said the HBCU-UP program and her mentor 
Elijah Nyairo paved the way for her educational and professional 
accomplishments. She aims to continue her passion for promoting 
excellence and improving learning outcomes for all students.U
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Training future scientists and leaders of the next century, 
advancing scientific research in new discoveries and 

innovations, and bringing ASU science programs to the national 
and international forefront has been the focus of the Centers 
of Research Excellence in Science and Technology (CREST) 
Program and the Historically Black Colleges and Universities-
Undergraduate Program (HBCU-UP), which are supported 
through the National Science Foundation (NSF). 

Over the past 10 years, Alabama State University has enriched 
the intellectual experience and scholarly achievements for its 
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) 
faculty, undergraduate and graduate students through both the 
CREST and HBCU-UP training programs, which are designed 
to support and enrich fundamental research and education in 
STEM.

ASU was awarded its initial NSF-HBCU-UP in 2005 with 
the goal to engage and develop the scientific skills of STEM 
undergraduates, promote new scholarly knowledge beyond 
the classroom, enhance and strengthen the quality of STEM 
undergraduate education and research programs and broaden 
the impact of minority participation in the nation’s STEM 
workforce.  

A succeeding NSF-HBCU-UP award followed in 2011 for 
continuance of the program to further strengthen the quality 
of STEM undergraduate curricula, research, recruitment 
and retention and faculty development. As one of the most 
important aspects of the HBCU-UP, undergraduates advance 
their research skills by working closely with a faculty mentor on 
their initiated research and the design of new research projects 
with special emphasis on computational biology, bioinformatics 
and nanobiotechnology, which are rapidly developing and 
promising fields with great potential and high demand for the 
future STEM workforce. 

Students are excited about the opportunity to engage in 
scientific research and have expressed sanguine feedback on their 
hands-on experience, academic development and preparedness 
for graduate studies, and building a professional network, which 
will open fruitful and rewarding post-graduate opportunities for 
them.

Through the development of innovative and comprehensive 
approaches to effectively integrate education and research, 
the HBCU-UP has made positive efforts in the enhancement 
of STEM programs to enrich the academic and scientific 

HBCU-UP and CREST PROGRAMS Train Future Scient ists and Leaders
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nanobiotechnology and nanogenomics, which has placed ASU 
among a select few institutions around the world to have the 
research capabilities in the area of nanogenomics. With a focus 
on development of nanomaterials for potential applications 
in drug and/or gene delivery and vaccine development, the 
Center has made remarkable innovative advancements in the 
development of new global technologies that could potentially 
impact multiple therapeutic biomedical applications, 
including drug and gene delivery and enhancement of 
immune response for vaccine efficacy.  

As a result of recent novel development, ASU was awarded 
its first exclusive U.S. patent  (US 8,815,295 B1) on a new 
nanomaterial to treat Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV) in 
August 2014. A second patent for development of a novel 
nanomaterial to control inflammation is pending.  

While the Center is committed to providing a state-of-
the-art research environment, it has provided an excellent 
educational experience to ensure success in the graduate 
education experience and has made a tremendous impact in 
extending high-quality research environments for students. To 
date, the Center has trained 184 students (17 Ph.D. students, 
17 M.S. students in biology, 70 STEM undergraduates, 80 
high school students) and has been attended by international 
scholars. Over 140 manuscripts published in prominent 
journals and conference proceedings and more than 575 
national and international scientific conference presentations 
have been supported through the Center.

The Center remains active in broadening the global 
perspective by facilitating research exchange opportunities for 
both faculty and students through establishment of more than 
20 national and international research-intensive institutions 
and industrial partnerships. 

In this edition of Science@ASU, we are proud to highlight 
a few HBCU-UP and CREST trained undergraduate and 
graduate students. 

For Further Information,  contact
Dr. Shree R. Singh, Program Director (ssingh@alasu.edu )
Yvonne Williams, Assistant Program Director  
(ywilliams@alasu.edu)
Alabama State University
Websites: http://www.alasu.edu/crest
http://www.alasu.edu/hbcuup

preparation of undergraduates to be better prepared to pursue 
STEM programs at the graduate level. Utilization of technology 
in research and classroom instruction has included establishment 
of a computational biology/bioinformatics facility, microarray 
facility, sequencing facility, multimedia resources including a 
3-D simulation facility and interactive software available for all 
STEM courses. With the goal of training STEM students to 
become globally competitive in emerging technologies, students 
have gained firsthand international research experience and 
appreciation of new cultural experiences through our international 
research and educational partners.

The HBCU-UP has broadened the research knowledge of 70 
STEM undergraduates and has facilitated the entry of 33 STEM 
students into graduate programs.  

To further impact the integration of education and research 
and advance the research infrastructure and capabilities, ASU 
was awarded its initial NSF-CREST program in 2007 with the 
goal to magnify ASU’s resources and research capabilities through 
establishing a Center for Nanobiotechnology Research (CNBR) 
to perform world-class research in the emerging new areas of 
nanotechnology and biotechnology. 

The development of the phase-one CREST award provided 
the centerpiece for transforming the research atmosphere at ASU. 
As a result, an excellent research infrastructure was established 
with the acquisition of several major high-tech instruments, 
which have trained students in cutting-edge nanobiotechnology 
research and other emerging areas. The Center played a key role 
in training the first cohort microbiology Ph.D. students enrolled 
in ASU’s first science-based Ph.D. program in 2007. The Center 
made significant progress, establishing global nanobiotechnology-
based partnerships with research institutions and industries to 
further enrich student and faculty scientific knowledge to become 
globally competitive in emerging scientific technologies and 
applications.  Graduate and undergraduate students have gained 
direct intercontinental research experiences and appreciation of 
new cultural experiences in France (Micro and Nanotechnologies 
Innovation Campus), UK, (Birmingham, England at Aston 
University) India (Centre for Cellular and Molecular Platforms 
and National Centre for Biological Sciences) and Malaysia (Putra 
University).

A phase-two CNBR renewal was awarded in 2012 with 
the aim to enhance and strengthen existing Center research 
infrastructure to further advance new knowledge in the fields of 

HBCU-UP and CREST PROGRAMS Train Future Scient ists and Leaders
 Yvonne Williams, Center for Nanobiotechnology Research
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Armand Burks is a doctoral student in the Department of Computer Science and 

Engineering at Michigan State University (MSU). He studies evolutionary computation and 

genetic programming at the MSU BEACON Center for the Study of Evolution in Action. 

Burks received a Bachelor of Science degree in computer science from Alabama State University 

in 2008. He received a Master of Science degree in computer science and engineering from 

Michigan State University in 2010.

Burks attributes all of his post-graduate opportunities and successes directly to the HBCU-

UP Program. He states, “It was through my time in the HBCU-UP program at ASU that I was 

first exposed to scientific research. Not only did I learn about the craft of research, but I learned 

that I didn’t have to settle for less; I could strive and I could achieve. HBCU-UP instilled in me 

the passion and determination that have gotten me this far, and I am confident that they will 

drive me to success in the future.”

Dr. Alisha Peterson is a product ecology engineer at Intel Corp., where she focuses on 

product regulations and standards. She received her bachelor’s degree from ASU in 2008. She 

then went on to the University of South Florida to study material science and engineering, 

where she completed her Ph.D. in 2015. 

During her undergraduate tenure at ASU, Peterson credits her educational accomplishments 

to the supervision and mentorship received under Elijah Nyairo, instructor of chemistry. 

Peterson states, “The research exposure received through the HBCU-UP Program allowed me 

to not only succeed educationally, but also professionally. The program helped to enhance my 

professional development through various workshops, opportunities to travel, and also to build 

a strong professional network.”  She is committed to introducing young minority students to 

STEM disciplines and encouraging undergraduates to enter graduate school.

Dr. Shernita Lee is a seeding postdoctoral innovators in research and education 

postdoctoral fellow at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where she uses 

computational approaches to investigate airway inflammation. She received her Bachelor of 

Science in mathematics from ASU in 2009. While at ASU she did undergraduate research in 

the HBCU-UP program under Dr. Ana Tameru, former assistant professor of mathematics. 

Lee obtained her Ph.D. in genetics, bioinformatics, and computational biology at Virginia 

Polytechnic Institute and State University in 2014. 

Lee’s career trajectory as an undergraduate was greatly influenced by her computational 

biology research experience with Tameru. The discovery of interdisciplinary research at a 

pivotal point in her academic career allowed Lee to find her passion for research, mentoring 

and outreach.

Moses Davis is a systems engineer at the Naval Air Warfare Center, where he is involved 

with flight-testing and integration of various weapon systems on aircraft platforms for the Navy.   

He received his bachelor’s degree in mathematics from ASU in 2009. He performed research 

under the guidance of Dr. Carolyn Simmons-Johnson, associate professor of mathematics.  He 

completed his master’s degree in industrial and systems engineering from Auburn University in 

2011.

Davis said, “The HBCU-UP STEM Program is a factor in my success today. The HBCU-

UP program has provided me with the foundation needed to conquer challenges, stay self-

motivated and remain humble.”  He is committed to helping anyone with an upbeat attitude 

and a desire to learn.

Armand Burks Moses Davis

Alisha Peterson

Shernita Lee

Jessica R. Thomas

Jorrell Fredericks
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Jessica R. Thomas is a pre-doctoral student in the University of Iowa’s interdisciplinary neuroscience 
graduate program, where she studies the role of voltage-gated Ca2+ channels in neurological disorders. 
She received her Bachelor of Science degree in chemistry from ASU in 2010. While in the HBCU-UP 
program, she conducted research under the leadership of Dr. Douglas Strout, professor of chemistry.  
After completing her undergraduate studies, she was accepted and enrolled in UAB’s PREP scholars 
program, where she gained hands-on experience in neurobiology.

Thomas credits her successful matriculation through graduate school, thus far, to the fruitful and 
enlightening research conducted with Strout during her tenure at ASU. Her long-term career goal is to 
become a principal investigator with a research laboratory that caters to undergraduates, in particular 
under-represented minority students who wish to pursue a career in research.

Jorrell Fredericks is a Ph.D. student in the interdepartmental toxicology program at Iowa State 
University. He conducted undergraduate research under the guidance of Dr. Shreekumar Pillai, professor 
of biology. He obtained his Bachelor of Science degree in biology pre-med from ASU in 2011, and a 
Master of Science degree in 2013 from Tuskegee University in veterinary science.

Fredericks credits the HBCU-UP program with exposing him to the research aspect of science, which 
has been an integral role in his understanding and foundation of basic scientific research, which has 
been beneficial to him throughout his science career. Fredericks states, “Being a part of the HBCU-UP 
program provided me the opportunity for which I will be forever grateful.  I’m thankful for the guidance 
and mentorship received from the program as it has played a vital role in pursuing a science career.”

Shanese Jasper received her bachelor’s degree in chemistry from ASU in 2012.  She performed 
undergraduate research under the instruction of Dr. Douglas Strout, professor of chemistry.  She is a 
former MBRS-RISE Scholar who completed the Master of Science degree in biology in summer 2015. 
Jasper entered the Ph.D. program in pharmaceutical sciences at Auburn University in the fall of 2015. 
Jasper attributes her success in the field largely to the program and mentorship provided to her at ASU. 
She is committed to igniting a passion for science in other students and opening doors for minorities in 
STEM.

Edgar Macal is a first-year Ph.D. student  in the translational biology, health and medicine program 
at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.  He received his bachelor’s degree in biology from 
Alabama State University in 2013.  He conducted undergraduate research under the guidance of Dr. 
Vida Dennis, professor of microbiology. Upon graduation, he began the post-baccalaureate research 
education program at the University of South Carolina School of Medicine, where he worked on 
diabetic corneal wound healing. 

Macal credits the HBCU-UP Program for providing the opportunity to conduct hands-on research, 
which motivated him to pursue a career in biomedical research and for preparing him to pursue a 
Ph.D. degree by learning critical techniques and skills that will be beneficial for graduate studies.

Kelvin M. Jones, II is a MBRS-RISE Scholar at Alabama State University where he also received 
his bachelor’s degree in chemistry in 2014. His current research, which is conducted under the guidance 
of Dr. Alain Bopda-Waffo, associate professor of biology, is focused on the development of a novel 
biosensor that will be able to detect for biological threat agents.

Upon receiving his M.S. degree in biology in the fall 2015, Jones will begin his Ph.D. studies in 
integrative biosciences at Tuskegee University. He believes that his time in the HBCU-UP program 
equipped him to rise and meet the challenges that the future holds. Strongly believing no man is an 
island unto himself, Jones says the guidance and mentorship he received from Waffo are keys to his 
academic success, and he will strive to pay it forward to future rising scholars.

Shanese Jasper

Edgar Macal

Kelvin Jones
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Dr. Seyhan Boyoglu-Barnum received her Ph.D. from Alabama State University in 2011 
under the mentorship of Dr. Shree R. Singh. She was one of the first Ph.D. in microbiology 
graduates from ASU. Her studies focused on developing nanoencapsulated DNA vaccine 
for RSV disease. After graduating she went to work with Dr. Larry J. Anderson at Emory 
University to pursue her postdoctoral studies. During her postdoctoral study, she received 
an NIH T32 fellowship award. 

Boyoglu-Barnum is a research microbiologist at the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC), where she works on RSV disease pathogenesis and immunology. 
Due to the MeRS-CoV outbreak in 2014, she worked on the MERS-CoV clinical 
diagnostic studies as a part of the RSV immunology team and earned recognition  for 
“CDC-Excellence in Emergency Response, International: Middle East Respiratory 
Syndrome Coronavirus Team for excellent performance in responding to the Middle East 
Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus” and “CDC, Certificate of Appreciation: Support and 

Participation during the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus outbreak.” She credits her work ethic and research foundation to 
Dr. Shree R. Singh and the Center for Nanobiotechnology Research.

Dr. Praseetha Subbarayan is an assistant professor of biology at her alma mater, Alabama State 
University. Subbarayan received her bachelor’s degree in microbiology at Kumararani Meena Muthiah 
College, Chennai, India, and continued with her first master’s (industrial microbiology) at the University 
of Madras, Chennai, India. In 2004, she relocated to the United States to pursue higher education. She 
received her second master’s degree (M.Ag) in plant pathology from Auburn University in 2005. In 
2006, she joined ASU to pursue her Ph.D. (microbiology) under the guidance of Dr. Shree R. Singh.

 In May 2011, Subbarayan was one of three students graduating in the first cohort. Her Ph.D. 
research focused on designing a multivalent protein vaccine against RSV. Subbarayan credits all her 
achievements to the Center for Nanobiotechnology Research and Dr. Shree R. Singh for their support 
and guidance throughout her academic endeavors at ASU.

Dr. Murtada Taha received his bachelor’s degree in chemistry from the University 
of Garyounis in Libya in 1991 and his master’s degree in biochemistry from the 
University of Ahmadu Bello (ABU) in Nigeria (2000). He then completed his 
Ph.D. in 2011 at Alabama State University under the supervision of Drs. Vida 
A. Dennis and Shree R. Singh. His research scope focused on developing vaccines 
using peptides and nanotechnology. He was a member of the first cohort awarded 
doctorates in microbiology at ASU. 

In June 2015, Taha was appointed head of the basic medical sciences unit and 
also is an assistant professor of biochemistry at the Prince Sultan Military College 
of Health Sciences, in Aldhahran, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, where he manages the 
unit and teaches clinical chemistry for clinical laboratory science. Taha credits his 

educational accomplishments to the guidance and mentorship received under Drs. Vida A. 
Dennis and Shree R. Singh during his graduate studies at ASU.  

Dr. Stacie J. Fairley, a native of Collins, Mississippi, received her Ph.D. in microbiology 
from Alabama State University in 2013. Her work focused on the development of a nano-
encapsulated mucosal vaccine for Chlamydia trachomatis adjuvanted with Interleukin-12.  
After completing her Ph.D., Fairley accepted a postdoctoral position with the National 
Center for Scientific Research in Grenoble, France. Her postdoctoral work focused on using 
surface plasmon resonance to detect cytokine secretions from an individual T lymphocyte. 

HBCU-UP and CREST PROGRAMS Train Future Scient ists and Leaders
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Fairley credits her academic success to the excellent faculty and staff, and students at ASU and those working with the Center 
for Nanobiotechnology Research. 

She said, “The friendships I made at ASU gave me a sense of support and stability I would have otherwise lacked. I would 
not be where I am without them and the educational and research opportunities provided.” Additionally, Fairley acknowledges 
Dr. Vida Dennis with making a huge impact in her career and perception of research. Fairley is an assistant professor in the 
department of biological sciences at William Carey University in Hattiesburg, Mississippi.

Dr. Abebayehu Nigussie Yilma, a native of Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, developed a passion to serve 
the poor and vulnerable populations even before he migrated to the United States. Once in the 
U.S., his passion for science led him to obtain his Ph.D. in microbiology from Alabama State 
University in 2013 under the mentorship of Dr. Vida Dennis. His work focused on “immuno-
intervention strategy to prevent and control chlamydia trachomatis inflammation.”

He then decided to pursue a Master of Public Health  in global health leadership at New York 
University to learn additional technics in disease prevention and health promotion public health 
initiatives. He is preparing to take a technical assistant position at Partners in Health, a global 
health organization, to work on non-communicable diseases (NCDs) in the Ethiopia’s Federal 
Ministry of Health.

Yilma is hoping to improve and protect the health of populations by performing an array 
of essential public health services, ranging from evaluating population-based health services to 
developing evidence based health programs to promote societal well being.

Dr. Erdal Eroglu, a native of İIzmir, Turkey, received his Ph.D. in microbiology 
from Alabama State University in 2013. His research studies focused on 
nanoparticle-mediated gene delivery and DNA vaccine development against 
respiratory syncytial virus.“Working in the lab day and night and looking for 
new remedies against viruses was a breathtaking time in my life,” Eroglu said. 

After graduating, he continued his research in the Center for 
Nanobiotechnology Research (CNBR) as a postdoctoral fellow under the 
guidance of Dr. Shree R. Singh. He then returned to his hometown and 
accepted his current position as an assistant professor in the bioengineering 
department at Celal Bayar University, Manisa, Turkey. He credits the time 
spent at ASU in the CNBR as a milestone in his academic career.  

Dr. Pooja M. Tiwari is a postdoctoral fellow at Emory University in the Yerkes 
National Primate Research Center. Her current research themes are whole-body PET 
imaging for Simian Influenza Virus (SIV) reservoirs in Rhesus macaques (monkeys) 
and Parainfluenza Virus 5 (PIV5) and virus-like particle-based vaccine studies. She 
completed her Ph.D. in 2014. Her research studies at ASU focused on applications 
of fusion protein peptides and functionalized gold nanoparticles in the respiratory 
syncytial virus inhibition. 

Tiwari credits her skills in molecular virology, nanotechnology and immunology, 
and grant and patent writing to the guidance and mentorship received under Drs. Shree 
R. Singh, Vida Dennis, Shreekumar Pillai, Komal Vig and Alain Bopda-Waffo in the 
Center for Nanobiotechnology Research. Tiwari looks forward to passing along her 
leadership skills to future scientists and scholars.

G R A D U A T E S
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Atul Chaudhari, Ph.D. 
Post-Doctoral Scientist
Center for Nanobiotechnology Research,  ASU
Seminar Title:  Functionalized Silver Coated Carbon 
Nanotubes and their Antimicrobial Activity

Dr. Chaudhari discussed the biomedical 

applications of metallic silver-coated carbon 

nanotubes (AgCNTs) as strong antimicrobial 

agents. The major problem with AgCNTs 

is their toxicity to eukaryotic human cells. 

AgCNTs could be coated with non-toxic 

polymers such as poly ethylene glycol 

(PEG) or polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP), 

but pegylation may also compromise 

Omar A. Oyarzabal, Ph.D
Extension Associate Professor  
of Food Safety  
University of Vermont 
Seminar Title: Hazard, Risk and  
Perception in Food Safety

Dr.  Oyarzabal spoke about how most 
people have strong opinions about the 
safety of foods, yet, few can point out 
the most significant foodborne hazards 
in public health. Although hazards 
and risk can be clearly defined, our 

perceptions of foodborne 

diseases do not match 

reality. The perceived and 

most common foodborne 

diseases were summarized, 

and the concepts of 

hazards, risk and outcomes 

were explained. Oyarzabal 

also reviewed the 

food safety regulations 

implemented in the last 20 years to reduce the 

incidence of foodborne diseases.

the antimicrobial 
activity of AgCNTs. 
Another effective 
alternative is bio-
conjugation, a method 
wherein nanoparticles 
are conjugated with 
a suitable biological 
entity such as 
antibacterial peptides 
(APs). Chaudhari discussed how his work on 
bioconjugation of AgCNTs (in Dr.  Shreekumar 
Pillai’s laboratory in the CNBR) enhances 
antimicrobial activity, reduces their toxicity and 
improves the biocompatibility of these molecules.                      

The Center for 

Nanobiotechnology  

Research at ASU  

invites renowned  

scientists to present the 

findings of their research  

each year through a seminar 

series. This year, a diverse 

group of researchers 

presented their findings on 

complementary nanomedicine, 

alternative energy, cancer 

nanodrugs, food safety risk  

assessment, nano-antimicrobials, 

nano-chips for immunology 

and toxicological studies on 

carbon nanotubes.  As can 

be seen from the research 

summaries presented here,  

the nano-world is  

expanding rapidly.  We  

hope that the information 

provided here will  

prove useful to our  

readers, the scientific 

community and  

the public at  

large.            
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Highlights of Seminar Series

tremendous interest. 

David presented some 

of the work done by 

his group in developing 

“smart” nanoparticles and 

nanocomposites for drug 

delivery. He specifically 

focused on the potential 

enhancement of oral 

bioavailability of drugs 

with nanocomposites that display pH-dependent 

mucoadhesive properties, and the effect of surface 

properties of magnetic nanoparticles on their 

targeting to brain tumors.

Allan E. David, Ph.D.
John W. Brown Assistant Professor

Department of Chemical Engineering
Auburn University

Seminar Title:  “Smart” Nanomaterials for 
Improved Drug Targeting

Dr. David’s talk focused on how rapid 
advances in the field of nanotechnology are 

now helping varied industries such as drug 
delivery, catalysis, tissue engineering, renewable 

energy and optical coatings. While the control of 
length scales at the nanometer level alone yields 

some exciting properties, further functionalization 
of the surface with “smart” ligands that provide 

environment-responsive performance is generating 



Dieudonné R. Baganizi, Ph.D. 
Immunology and NanoBiotechnology
University of Grenoble, France
Seminar Title: “Cell Biochip" for the Study of Secretion 
of Cytokines by Individual T-Lymphocytes 

Dr. Baganizi presented the development of a cell 
biochip to analyze the secretion of cytokines 
in real-time by individual cells (T-Lymphocytes) 
cultured in vitro. The biochip is fabricated on a 
solid material based on a glass slide or a prism 
bearing a thick gold layer. It is functionalized by 
electrochemical copolymerization of pyrrole 

and cell membrane-specific antibodies and/or 

cytokine-specific antibodies. In order to integrate 

all the detection assay operations on a single 

chip, a polydimethyllsiloxane (PDMS)-based 

microfluidic device was set up. The biochip allows 

a specific and stable capture of T-cells that remain 

metabolically active. It is also compatible with 

any mode of optical microscopy and evanescent 

wave-based biosensing. Such techniques will 

provide a very promising tool for biomarker 

analysis and monitoring of immune responses.

Narendra Singh, Ph.D.
Associate Professor - Department of Pathology, 
Microbiology and Immunology 
Director, Immunotox Core, NIH CAM Center
Director, Immune Monitoring Core, NIH COBRE 
Projects
University of South Carolina School of Medicine
Seminar Title:  Complementary and Alternative 
Medicine: Prospect for use in Clinics toTreat 
Autoimmune and Inflammatory Diseases and use of 
Nanoparticles for Targeted Delivery 

Dr. Narendra Singh leads a group for Complementary 
and Alternative Medicine (CAM). CAM is defined as 
a group of diverse medical and health care systems, 
practices, and products that are not presently 

considered to be part of conventional medicine. 

Currently, not much is known about the mechanisms 

and pathways involved in the regulation of biological 

and physiological mechanisms leading to amelioration 

of the diseases using CAM. Singh’s laboratory has been 

investigating the use of several plant-derived compounds 

(Resveratrol, Indoles; I3C and DIM, and cannabinoids) 

for the treatment of autoimmune (multiple sclerosis, 

lupus, diabetes) and inflammatory (colitis) diseases. 

Data obtained on the use of several CAM molecules 

(Resveratrol, Indoles; I3C and DIM) to treat 

autoimmune (multiple sclerosis, etc.) and inflammatory 

(colitis) diseases was presented. Data on the use of 

nanoparticles for targeted delivery of CAM molecules 

was also presented.    

Shanlin Pan, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Department of Chemistry
University of Alabama
Seminar Title: Alternative Energy Harvesting and 
Conversion: Nanostructured Plasmonic Antenna 
Systems for Enhancing Solar Water Splitting Toward 
Alternative Energy  

World energy consumption is projected to be 
28 TW in 2050. There is an average of 1.2 x 105 
TW of solar energy potentially available on earth, 
and only one hour of solar energy illumination 
can fully address the 28 TW energy challenge. 
Dr. Pan’s research group at the University of 
Alabama is working on solar energy driven 
water-splitting reactions using different kinds 
of nanostructured materials. These materials 

are made of silver and gold because of their 

interesting optical enhancement characteristics 

such as surface plasmon resonance. Advanced 

electrochemical and spectroscopic tools are 

utilized to study the interfacial charge transfer 

dynamics and local photoelectrochemistry near 

the surface-enhanced photocatalystic systems. 

Several approaches have been developed by 

the Pan group to help address the challenges of 

plasmon-enhanced water-splitting systems, while 

preserving the electrochemical stability of the 

plasmon antenna under harsh conditions. Pan’s 

group is also developing new solar water-splitting 

catalytic materials to decrease the energy cost of 

the water-splitting reaction.
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Highlights of Seminar Series

Jagjit S. Yadav, Ph.D. 
Professor, Microbial Pathogenesis and 
Toxicogenomics  
Laboratory Environmental Genetics and  
Molecular Toxicology Division
Department of Environmental Health
University of Cincinnati College of Medicine
Seminar Title:  Nanotoxicology: Focus on Pulmonary 
Effects of Carbon Nanotubes

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are increasingly being 
produced in bulk quantities for use in a variety 
of biomedical and engineering applications.  
Therefore, there is a need to understand their 
potential toxic effects and the underlying 
mechanisms, so that intervention and therapeutic 
strategies could be developed. Dr. Yadav’s group 
has an ongoing focus on pulmonary toxic effects 
of multi-wall CNTs utilizing cell and animal 
models to study toxic effects of CNTs and 
compare them to those of asbestos, a known 
lung toxicant with similar characteristics. CNT 

and asbestos exposures in a subchronic model 
induced related but reproducibly distinct profiles 
of immunotoxicologic pathology, including 
granulomatous inflammation, lymphoid hyperplasia, 
epithelial hyperplasia (type II alveolar epithelial 
and mixed cell bronchoalveolar forms) and 
fibrosis. The results suggested that different 
paradigms of immune activation in resident cell 
types are induced by the two exposures. Specific 
effector cell type(s) governing induction of lung 
inflammation by CNTs were identified using 
cell type-specific depletion models. The results 
revealed the effector role of alveolar macrophages 
and involvement of MAPK- and calcium-
signaling pathways in inducing the observed lung 
inflammation from exposure to CNTs. These 
studies have revealed cell type-specific toxicity 
of CNTs with overlapping but distinct profiles, 
as compared to asbestos and identified primary 
effector cells and underlying signaling mechanisms 
governing lung inflammation.
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Calendar of Scientific Activities @ ASU
 
PRESENTER/SPEAKER

 
TOPIC/ACTIVITY

 
DATE/TIME

 
LOCATION

Dr. Guillermo H. Giambartolomei, 
Professor of Immunology, School of 
Medicine, University of Buenos Aires 
(UBA); Principal Investigator of the 
National Council of Research (CONICET) 
Argentina; Vice Director of the Institute of 
Immunology, Genetics and Metabolism 
(CONICET-UBA)

Dr. Guillermo H. Giambartolomei, 
Professor of Immunology, School of  
Medicine, University of Buenos Aires  
(UBA); Principal Investigator of the  
National Council of Research (CONICET) 
Argentina; Vice Director of the Institute of 
Immunology, Genetics and Metabolism 
(CONICET-UBA)

Dr. Julio Turrens, Associate Dean and 
Director of Graduate Studies, Pat Capps 
Covey College of Allied Health,  
University of South Alabama

Mr. Chris Johns, Counselor  
Counseling Center 
Alabama State University 

Ms. Shanese Jasper 
M.S. Student in Biology 
Alabama State University 
 
 

Dr. Maria L. Auad, Interim Department 
Chair, Associate Professor, Polymer and 
Fiber Engineering, Auburn University

Mrs. Ejovwoke Dosunmu 
Ph.D. Candidate in Microbiology 
Alabama State University 

Mr. Jeremy Hodge, Director  
Career Services 
Alabama  State  University

Scientific Seminar: Mechanism 
of Immune-Evasion of Intracellular 
Bacteria: The Brucella Case 
 
 
 
 

Faculty and Student Professional 
Development Workshop: Burning 
Down the House: Bacterial Activation 
of CNS Innate Immunity 
 
 
 

Faculty and Student Professional 
Development Workshop: Research 
Integrity and Research Compliance 

Student Professional Development 
Activity: The Effects of Stress and 
How to Effectively Manage It 

Thesis Scientific Seminar: 
Assessing the Antibacterial Properties 
of Proprietary Peptide TP373 and a 
TP373-Silver Nanoparticle Conjugate 
against Salmonella enterica serovar 
Typhimurium

Scientific Seminar: Polymer for 
Advanced Applications: From “Nano” 
to “Molecular” Arrangement

Dissertation Scientific Seminar: 
Alternative Antimicrobial and Anti-
inflammatory Agents to Control 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa Infection

Student Professional Development 
Workshop: Successful Networking 
and Business/Professional Etiquette

September 8, 2015 
11 a.m. 
 
 
 
 
 

September 8, 2015 
2 p.m. 
 
 
 
 
 

September 24, 2015 
11 a.m. 
 

October 1, 2015 
11 a.m. 
 

October 8, 2015 
11 a.m. 
 
 
 

October 27, 2015 
11 a.m. 

November 3, 2015 
11 a.m. 
 

November 17, 2015 
11 a.m.

Life Science 
Building 
Room 105 
 
 
 
 

Life Science 
Building  
Room 105 
 
 
 
 

Life Science 
Building 
Room 105 

Life Science 
Building  
Room 105 

Life Science 
Building  
Room 105 
 
 

Life Science 
Building  
Room 105

Life Science 
Building  
Room 105 

Life Science 
Building  
Room 105

CREST 
HBCU-UP 
MBRS-RISE 
 
 
 
 

CREST 
HBCU-UP 
MBRS-RISE 
 
 
 
 

CREST 
HBCU-UP 
MBRS-RISE 

HBCU-UP 
MBRS-RISE 
 

MBRS-RISE 
 
 
 
 

CREST 
HBCU-UP 
MBRS-RISE

CREST  
 
 

HBCU-UP 
MBRS-RISE 

SPONSORED BY
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Meetings/Workshops 
Biology
Nano Bio Summit 2015  
UAB Alumni House and the  
Abroms-Engel Institute for the Visual Arts, 
The University of Alabama at Birmingham
Oct. 15-16, 2015
Birmingham, Alabama

Annual Biomedical Research Conference 
for Minority Students
Nov. 11-14, 2015
Seattle, Washington

BIOSTEC 2016 
Ninth International Joint Conference on 
Biomedical Engineering Systems and 
Technologies
Feb. 21-23, 2016
Rome, Italy

Emerging Research National Conference 
in STEM
Feb. 25-27, 2016
Washington, D.C.

Experimental Biology – FASEB 2016
April 2-6, 2016
San Diego, California

American Society for Gene and Cell 
Therapy - Annual Meeting 
May 4-7, 2016
Washington, D.C.

Nano Science and Technology Institute 
(NSTI) Nanotech 2016
May 22-25, 2016
Washington, D.C.

American Society for Microbiology  
Annual Meeting
June 16-20, 2016
Boston, Massachusetts

American Society for Virology  
Annual Meeting
July 18-22, 2016
Blacksburg, Virginia

Seventh International Conference  
on Nanotechnology 
Aug. 19-20, 2016
Budapest, Hungary

IEEE International Conference on 
Nanotechnology (IEEE-NANO)
Aug. 22-25, 2016
Sendai, Japan

Society of Neuroscience 
Nov. 12-16, 2016
San Diego, California

Chemistry
NOBCChE National Conference
Sept. 21-25, 2015
Orlando, Florida

Second Biomedical Engineering 
Conference and Expo
Nov. 30-Dec. 2, 2015
San Antonio, Texas, USA

251st ACS National Meeting & Exposition
March 13-17, 2016
San Diego, California
Program Theme: Computers in Chemistry 

252nd ACS National Meeting & Exposition
Aug. 21-25, 2016
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Program Theme: Chemistry of the People,  
by the People and for the People

2016 MRS Spring Meeting & Exhibit
March 28-April 1, 2016
Phoenix, Arizona

Biomedical Engineering Society (BMES) 
Annual Meeting
Oct. 5-8, 2016
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Physics
Second International Conference and 
Expo on Smart Materials & Structures
Feb. 29-March 2, 2016
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Sixth Global Experts Meeting & Expo on 
Nanomaterials and Nanotechnology
April 21-23, 2016
Dubai, UAE

Second Global Optometrist Meeting and 
Trade Fair on Laser Technology
July 28-29, 2016
Berlin, Germany
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Sixth International Conference and 
Exhibition on Materials Science and 
Engineering
Sept. 1-3, 2016
Atlanta, Georgia

Second International Conference 
and Exhibition on Mesoscopic and 
Condensed Matter Physics
Oct. 27-29, 2016
Chicago, Illinois

International Conference and Exhibition 
on Polymer Chemistry
Nov. 14-16, 2016
Atlanta, Georgia

Mathematics
2016 Joint Mathematics Meetings
Jan. 6-9, 2016
Seattle, Washington

Computer Science
The 47th ACM Technical Symposium on 
Computer Science Education (SIGCSE '16)
March 2-5, 2016
Memphis, Tennessee

The 2016 Annual Consortium for 
Computing Sciences in Colleges  
Central Plains Conference
April 1-2, 2016
Missouri Western State University
St. Joseph, Missouri

The 2016 Annual Consortium for 
Computing Sciences in Colleges 
 North Western Conference
April 29-30, 2016
Hamilton College
Clinton, New York

The 2016 Annual Consortium for 
Computing Sciences in Colleges  
South Central Conference 
April 8-9, 2016
St. Edward’s University
Austin, Texas

Physical Therapy
APTA Combined Sections Meeting (CSM)
Feb. 17-20, 2016
Anaheim, California 

APTA NEXT Conference 2016
June 8-11, 2016
Nashville, Tennessee

World Physical Therapy 2017- World 
Confederation of Physical Therapy 
Congress 
July 2-4, 2017
South Africa

Health Information 
Management
Alabama Association of Health 
Information Management Annual Meeting
April 2016
Dates and location TBA

Teaching Professors National Conference
June 3-5, 2016
Washington, D.C.

Assembly on Education for American 
Health Information Management
Association Meeting
July 23-27, 2016
Denver, Colorado

National American Health Information 
Management Conference
2016 Dates and location TBA
 
Occupational Therapy
The Alabama Occupational Therapy 
Association Fall Meeting 2016
October 2016
Orange Beach, Alabama
Dates TBA

The American Occupational Therapy 
Association Annual Meeting 
April 7-10, 2016
Chicago, Illinois

The American Society of Hand Therapists 
Sept. 15-18, 2016
Washington, D.C.

Rehabilitation
International Association for 
Rehabilitation Professionals   
Oct. 22-24, 2015
New Orleans, Louisiana

National Rehabilitation Association
2016 Dates and location TBA

National Council on Rehabilitation 
Education Spring Conference
April 20-22, 2016
Newport Beach, California

Prosthetics and Orthotics
American Orthotic and Prosthetic 
Association
Oct. 7-10, 2015
San Antonio, Texas

41st Academy Annual Meeting (American 
Academy of Orthotists & Prosthetists)
March 9-12, 2016
Orlando, Florida

American Orthotic and Prosthetic 
Association
Jan. 20-26, 2016
Kauai, Hawaii

Alabama Prosthetic and Orthotic 
Association
July 2016
Dates and location TBA

American Society of Biomechanics
Aug. 2-5, 2016 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

International Society of Prosthetics and 
Orthotics
May 8-11, 2017 
Cape Town, South Africa

Meetings/Workshops 



Funding Opportunities
Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
Minority Institution Leadership Awards
www.grants.gov/search/basic.do
Deadline: July 15 annually

NIH (National Institutes of Health)
Research Project Grants (R01)
http://www.nigms.nih.gov/Research/Mechanisms/ResearchProjectGrants.htm
Deadlines: Oct. 5, Feb. 5, June 5 annually

Minority Access to Research Careers (MARC) Undergraduate Student 
Training in Academic Research (U*STAR) Awards
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-07-337.html
Deadline: May 25 annually

Minority Biomedical Research Support (MBRS) 
Support of Competitive Research (MBRS-SCORE) Program 
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-06-490.html
Deadlines: Sept. 25, Jan. 25, May 25 annually

Conferences and Workshops in the Mathematical Sciences
http://nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=11701
Full proposal accepted any time

Minority Science and Engineering Improvement Program (MSEIP)
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=111073
Deadline: June 1, 2015

Research Initiative for Scientific Enhancement Program (MBRS-RISE)
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-05-127.html
Deadlines: Jan. 16, May 15, Sept. 18 annually

Bridges to the Future Programs
http://www.nigms.nih.gov/Minority/Bridges/
Deadlines: Jan. 18, May 18 annually

Academic Research Enhancement Award (AREA)
http://grants1.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-03-053.html
Deadlines: Feb. 25, June 25, Oct. 25 annually

Science Education Partnership Award
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-06-549.html
Deadline: Sept. 17 annually

Advances in Biological Informatics (ABI) 
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5444&org=BIO&from=home
Deadline: Sept. 22, 2015

Biomedical Engineering (BME)
http://nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=501023&org=NSF&sel_
org=NSF&from=fund
Deadline: Oct. 20, 2015, annually thereafter
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Major Research Instrumentation Program (MRI)
http://www.nsf.gov/od/oia/programs/mri/
Deadline: Jan. 13, 2016

Instrument Development for Biological Research (IDBR)
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2006/nsf06570/nsf06570.htm
Deadline: Last Friday in August annually

Innovative Programs to Enhance Research Training (IPERT)
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-14-170.html 
Full proposal deadline: Jan. 26, 2016

Nano-Biosensing 
http://nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_
id=503353&org=NSF&sel_org=NSF&from=fund
Full proposal deadline: Oct. 20, 2015, annually thereafter

Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU)  
Sites and Supplements
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2005/nsf05592/nsf05592.htm
Deadline: Aug. 17 annually

Research Training Groups in the Mathematical Sciences
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5732 
Full proposal deadline: June 7, 2016; first Tuesday in June thereafter

Science and Technology Centers: Integrative Partnerships 
National Science Foundation
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5541 
Full proposal deadline: June 16, 2015

Computational Mathematics
www. nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5390  
Deadline: Dec. 15 annually

Tribal Colleges and Universities Program (TCUP) – 
Preparing for Implementation
http://www.nsf.gov/publications/pub_summ.jsp?ods_key=nsf12568 
Full proposal deadline:  accepted any time

Broadening Participation Research in STEM Education
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5483 

Full proposal deadline date:  accepted any time

Targeted STEM Infusion Projects
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5483 
Full proposal deadline:  Sept. 16 annually

Small Grants for Research
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5483 
Full proposal deadline: Dec. 9 annually

Instructional Capacity Excellence in TCUP Institutions
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5483 
Full proposal deadline: First deadline – Sept. 1, 2015, annually 
thereafter 

U.S. Department of Agriculture Cooperative State 
Research, Education, and Extension Service (USDA 
CSREES)
National Research Initiative Competitive Grants Program
http://www.csrees.usda.gov/fo/nri.html
Deadlines: Variable depending upon research emphasis. Jan. 17, 
Feb. 14, June 5, Dec. 19

Department of Defense
Science and Technology and other Research and Development 
http://www.grants.gov/search/search.do 
Deadline: Ongoing, final application close date: March 31, 2017

DARPA SBIR/STTR
http://www.darpa.mil/Opportunities/SBIR_STTR/SBIR_Program.aspx 
Full proposal deadline: Oct. 26, 2016 

NASA
NASA Cooperative Agreement Notice (CAN): Translational Research 
Institute
NASA Solicitation and Proposal Integrated Review and Evaluation 
System (NSPIRES)  
http://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/
Full proposal deadline: Dec. 14, 2015

White House Initiative on HBCUs
Undergraduate Student Instrument Project (USIP) – 2015 Flight 
Research Opportunity NNH15ZDA010C
http://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/solicitations/solicitations.
do?method=open
Deadline: Notice of intent, Oct. 1, 2015
Deadline: Proposal submittal Nov. 20, 2015 

Department of Justice
Graduate Research Fellowship in Science, Technology,  
Engineering, and Mathematics
http://nij.gov/funding/Documents/solicitations/nij-2016-4320.pdf
Deadline: Dec. 15, 2015
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More siMPLE, stress-free,
successful RNAi experiments.
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